
ALTERNATIVE FUEL TECHNOLOGIES2
The survey found that alternative fuel technologies are growing in popularity. Examples of alternative fuel technologies include:

hybrid vehicles, plug-in hybrid vehicles, bio ethanol  or bio fuel and battery electric vehicles. Of the respondents based in Europe,

34% have already implemented some form of alternative fuel technologies within their fleet and 62% are considering

implementing them in the next three years. 

Of the fleet vehicles that have already been converted to alternative fuel technologies, passenger cars are the most popular
(44%). This could be because passenger cars aren’t being driven as far or as frequently as LCVs. Most electric vehicles on the

market have a significantly shorter range than traditional petrol vehicles, therefore they’re more suitable for employees who are

on the road less.

The top reasons for the switch to alternative fuel technologies are to limit the company’s carbon emissions and air pollution,

reduce fuel expenses and improve the company image. Many of the survey respondents also anticipate future restrictive public
policies and are wanting to make the change sooner rather than later.

ALTERNATIVE MOBILITY SOLUTIONS3
16% of respondents based in Europe already offer mobility solutions to their company car policy, and 32% are considering offering
mobility solutions in the next three years.
 

The four most popular alternative mobility solutions being considered are: corporate car sharing (32%), ride sharing (42%), public

transport (42%) and mid-term rental vehicles (32%). Note that mid-term rental vehicles refers to rental vehicles with a lease

between 1 and 24 months being made available to employees.

In the UK, ride sharing and public transportation solutions are currently the most popular solution made available to employees.

TELEMATICS4
Telematics systems utilise GPS tracking technology to share the location of fleet vehicles, track mileage and monitor the vehicles in other

ways. 33% of Europe-based respondents said they use telematics in all or part of their fleet, with 43% of those surveyed within the UK

reporting that they currently use telematics.

The top reasons for using telematics in both passenger cars and LCVs include: the need to locate vehicles and improve vehicle security,

improve operational efficiency, avoid vehicle misuse and reduce fleet costs. 

Although telematics systems are becoming increasingly popular, there are still several factors preventing companies from investing in

telematics for the first time. Namely, the survey found that respondents who don’t currently use telematics aren’t sure that there will be a

return on investment. They’re also unsure whether the data provided will be useful to their business, and worry that the telematics system

may be too intrusive to their drivers.

FLEET SIZE1
28% of the survey respondents based in Europe expect their fleet to increase over the next three years. The primary reasons given

for this increase were because they’re developing a new activity that will require a company car (35%), they are introducing

company cars to support new talents recruitment (29%) or they want to introduce shared company cars (15%).

Company cars and pool cars are becoming increasingly popular throughout Europe. A well-planned company car scheme can

financially benefit both the employer and the employee. Company cars provide added mobility to employees, while increasing the

company image and helping recruit and retain employees. Plus, the UK government now offers tax breaks and other incentives to

companies with electric fleet vehicles.

The responsibilities of a fleet manager are ever-evolving. As a fleet changes in size, adapts new fuel technologies and introduces alternative mobility

solutions to employees, so must the role of the fleet manager change alongside the fleet. The best way for fleet managers to stay ahead of the

curve? Stay up-to-date on fleet trends. 

Kantar recently released its 2020 Fleet Barometer survey. Over 5,000 fleet managers were surveyed, of which almost 4,700 were based in Europe.

This document will discuss the findings of the 2020 Fleet Barometer survey to inform fleet managers of important changes within the industry. 

TOP TRENDS IN FLEET MOBILITY
A 2020 SURVEY

WHY THIS DATA MATTERS
Fleet managers looking to streamline operations and keep their fleet running as smoothly as possible should look towards trends in the industry. The Kantar 2020 Fleet

Barometer survey suggests that company cars and pool cars are becoming more popular, as are alternative fuel technologies. 

Other areas of your fleet to consider are whether alternative mobility solutions are a good fit for your fleet and if introducing a telematics system will improve operational

efficiency.  
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